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Flow
 Leather Chair

Flow
 Leather Slim

FLAME RETARDANT PADDING
Norms 1IM, California TB 117-2013 and 
BS are available upon request with a 
surcharge as of +5%. Feasibility, costs 
and delivery times to be verified with our 
Sales Dept.
NB: the use of flame retardant 
polyurethanes and interliner can give a 
different result from the standard.
For the choice of the upholstery and 
its feasibility according to any norms, 
please refer to the technical section at 
the end of the price list.

Bases:
- VN 4-legged steel base in folded sheet 

metal, matt painted white or graphite 
grey, with an aluminium coupling device 
painted in the same colour. 360° swivel.

- base with central leg: produced in 
aluminium painted with epoxy powder in 
the matt colours white, lead grey, mud, 
green, avio blue and powder pink. 360° 
swivel.

- VN 4-legged oak base, frame from 
transparent-lacquered natural oak solid 
wood with a natural, brown or bleached 
finish, with a lacquered aluminium 
coupling device matt painted white, 
graphite grey and mud. 360° swivel.

- 4-legged oak base, frame from 
transparent-lacquered natural oak solid 
wood with a natural, brown or bleached 
finish, with a lacquered aluminium 
coupling device matt painted white, 
graphite grey and mud. 360° swivel.

- 4-legged CROSS base: die-cast 
aluminium frame and solid wood legs, 
lacquered in the matt colours white, lead 
grey, mud, green, avio blue and powder 
pink.

- 4-legs CROSS OAK base: die-cast 
aluminium frame painted with epoxy 
powders in the matt colours white, 
graphite grey and mud and solid natural 
oak legs with transparent lacquer, 
available in the finishes natural, brown or 
bleached.

A very comfortable padded version from the 
Flow Chair and Flow Slim family, completely 
upholstered in leather, with a great impact. 

Padded shell
Injection moulded polycarbonate shell, cold 
foam shaped on the load-bearing frame.
The leather cover is not removable and covers 
the armchair completely.

Variants and types
Every armchair can be customised thanks 
to two different types of leather, to the 
alternation of smooth leather parts and parts 
in microperforated leather, and to matching or 
contrast stitching; in detail:
- NUVOLA: rigorous and versatile, smooth 

grain leather upholstery with mineral 
tanning, featuring full and intense 
colours;.

 The armchair has smooth leather on the 
outside and micro-perforated leather with 
stitching in same tone on the inside.

 N.B.1: NUVOLA leather available for all 
colour options in a fire-resistant version 
according to the standards UNI 9175 and 
BS 5852 crib 5, with a minimum order of 
25 pcs.

 N.B.2: NUVOLA leather available, in 
addition to the colour options in the price 
list, in 120 colours for minimum orders of 
25 pcs (for colour).

- ANILINA: luxurious and sophisticated, 
top-quality upholstery, full grain, pure 
anilina, with a soft and silky hand; 
distinctive for its natural tanning, the 
leather demonstrates all of its material 
and its innumerable shades. 

 The armchair has micro-perforated 
leather on the outside and a smooth 
inside with contrast stitching.

To select a suitable fabric for each product, 
please refer to the technical section at the 
end of the price list or to the product sheets 
available in the website.

Use and maintenance
Anilina leather naturally shows differences in 
finish and color, visual irregularities, marks, 
shades and color unevenness, peculiarities of 
a natural material of the highest quality and 
synonymous of its value and uniqueness.
 
Due to its extreme naturalness, it is also 
more delicate and sensitive than more 
treated leathers: the contact with liquids, 
with different materials and colors, as well as 
the direct exposure to the sunlight and heat 
sources could indelibly alter the color, while 
metal or sharp parts may affect the surface.
 
For daily cleaning, simply dust with a soft, dry 
cloth.
For a more thorough cleaning, it is expressly 
recommended to use specific products for 
leather, avoiding the use of water, soap and 
any aggressive detergents.

CONFIGURATOR

FOR INFO SEE TECHNICAL SECT.

CONFIGURATOR

FOR INFO SEE TECHNICAL SECT.

AUTUMN
Base finishes: green, 
avio blue and powder pink.
Please, always check the availability 
with our Sales Department
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detail of the contrast stitching Anilina

VARIANTS    

ANILINA LEATHER

  internal shell in smooth leather
 external shell in micro-perforated 

 leather 

NUVOLA LEATHER

  internal shell in micro-perforated 
 leather

 external shellin smooth leather 

VN 4-legged steel base L56.5
D58
H76.4
seat H44
armrest H68

L56.5
D59
H80.5
seat H44

with central leg L55
D53
H76.4
seat H44
armrest H68

L53
D54.5
H80.5
seat H44

VN 4-legged oak base L56.5
D58
H76.4
seat H44
armrest H68

L56.5
D59
H80.5
seat H44

4-legged oak base L55
D57
H76.4
seat H44
armrest H68

L54
D56.5
H80.5
seat H44

4-legged CROSS and 
OAK CROSS base 

L55
D54
H76.4
seat H44
armrest H68

L53
D54.5
H80.5
seat H44

OPTIONS FLOW SLIM LEATHER FLOW CHAIR LEATHER

FINISHES

FIND OUT MORE
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